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[57] ABSTRACT 
Most power supply regulators either cause the output 
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tion upon reaching or exceeding the limit current. Cur 
rent limit feedback to an error ampli?er within a switch 
ing regulator is used to control the output voltage, pre 
vent oscillation, insure that current limiting does not 
occur until a well-defined threshold is achieved and 
then steeply limit the current. The circuit uses feedback 
to the switching regulator to maintain the output volt 
age within desired The output current ?ows 
through the current limit resistor R, thus providing a 
voltage proportional to the current at the base-emitter 
junction of Q1 via CR1 and R2. During normal opera 
tion, the forward biased CR1 voltage maintains a re 
verse bias on the B-E junction of Q]. When the voltage 
across Rcexceeds the forward bias on CR1, Q1 turns on, 
hence turning on Q2, thus providing its contribution to 
the current limit feedback circuitry for use by the 
switching regulator. 

1 Claim, 1 Drawing Sheet 

A statutory invention registration is not a patent. It has 
the defensive attributes of a patent but does not have the 
enforceable attributes of apatent. No article or advertise 
ment or the like may use the term patent, or any term 
suggestive of a patent, when referring to a statutory in 
vention registration. For more speci?c information on the 
rights associated with a statutory invention registration 
see 35 U.S.C. 157. 
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CURRENT LIIVIIT CIRCUIT FOR POWER SUPPLY 
REGULATORS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention pertains to a method and apparatus for 
limiting current in a power supply. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Most prior art circuits either caused the output volt 
age to drop-off gradually, or caused output oscillation 
upon reaching or exceeding the limit current. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore a primary objective of the present in 
vention to provide a circuit for regulating voltage of a 
power supply to provide good regulation of voltage up 
to a desired current limit value. 

It is another objective to drop the voltage sharply 
above the desired current limit. 

Still another objective is to avoid oscillation of the 
output voltage. 
A further objective is provide a highly reliable cir 

curt. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Current limit feedback to an error ampli?er within a 
switching regulator is used to control the output cur 
rent, prevent oscillation, insure that current limiting 
does not occur until a well-de?ned threshold is 
achieved and then steeply limit the current. 
These objects of the invention and other objects, 

features and advantages to become apparent as the spec 
i?cation progresses are accomplished by the invention 
according to which, brie?y stated, current limit feed 
back to an error ampli?er within a switching regulator 
is used to control the output voltage and prevent oscil 
lation. 

LIST OF ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION 

An important advantage of the present invention is 
that the circuit uses provides a square voltage-current 
curve. 

Another advantage is that the circuit uses few com 
ponents. 
A further advantage is that most components of the 

circuit are fairly insensitive to component tolerances or 
parameters. 

Still another advantage is that oscillation is pre 
vented. 
These and further objectives, constructional and op 

erational characteristics, and advantages of the inven 
tion will no double be more evident to those skilled in 
the art from the detailed description given hereinafter 
with reference to the ?gures of the accompanying 
drawings which illustrate a preferred embodiment by 
way of non-limiting example. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows the circuit according to the invention. 
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2 
GLOSSARY 

The following is a glossary of circuit elements as 
referenced and employed in the present invention. 
Q1—2N2222A transistor 

I Q2--2N2907A transistor 
Q3-2N3584 transistor 
Q4—2N3584 transistor 

R¢—0.249Q resistor 
Rj-IOOOQ resistor 
R2—l6.2Q resistor 
R3--4.99? resistor 
R4-499? resistor 
R5—3.0lk(1 resistor 
116-4990 resistor 
R7—90.9Q resistor 
Rg-lOkQ resistor 
C1, C;—0.0l mfd capacitors 
SR-switching regulator IC, e.g. Harris FGl532 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to the drawings wherein like refer 
ence numerals are used to designate like or correspond 
ing parts throughout the various ?gures thereof, there is 
shown in FIG. I the circuit according to the invention. 
The invention uses feedback to the switching regula 

tor to maintain the output voltage V0,,’ within desired 
limits. The output current ?ows through the current 
limit resistor RC thus providing a voltage proportional 
to the current at the base-emitter junction of Q1 via 
CR1and R2. During normal operation, the forward 
biased CR1 voltage maintains a reverse bias on the B-E 
junction of Q1. When the voltage across RC exceeds the 
forward bias on CR1, Q1 turns on, hence turning on Q2, 
thus providing its contribution to the current limit feed 
back circuitry for use by the switching regulator SR. 
R1 is a resistor that maintains the continuous forward 

bias current through CR1. R2 provides some current 
limiting for the base-emitter junction of Q1 during hard 
current limiting conditions and output current spikes. 
R3 prevents Q; from being driven too hard by Q1. R4 
provides a path for leakage current from the base-col 
lector junction of Q2 thus helping to hold it off during 
normal operation. Capacitor C1 is simply a ?lter capaci 
tor for the regulator output. 

Within the feedback circuit, R5 and R6 scale the feed 
back signal to the power control circuit. C; and CR2 are 
?lters to reduce the noise to the power control circuit. 

This invention is not limited to the preferred embodi 
ment and alternatives heretofore described, to which 
variations and improvements may be made, without 
departing from the scope of protection of the present 
patent and true spirit of the invention, the characteris 
tics of which are summarized in the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A circuit for regulating voltage in a power supply, 

comprising: 
a power control circuit means for controlling a volt 

age of a power source, 
a current limiting means for generating a feedback 

signal to said power control circuit means while 
limiting current to an output, and 

a feedback circuit means for scaling a signal from a 
signal generation means to be sent to said power 
control circuit means. 
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